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TAYLOR ASBURY

A very close £riend o£ mine and great
Literary Club parliamentarian has said that a good
Literary Club paper can only be written by the author.
My earlier efforts have primarily been directed to .
personal experiences, such as a short baseball career,
college during World War II, a family trip to Mammoth
Cave, some prep school reminiscences, and an adventure
to the home of Charles Schulz, which opened up the
whole subject of his "Peanuts" char?-cters. I seemed
to have exhausted p ersonal experiences that might be
of interest to Litaary Club listeners.
Trips £requently provide the basis for worthwhile Club papers,
and a recent one to the west coast turned , out to be
the stimulus for this one.
This trip combined a medical meeting with
pleasure, and included vis~ts with many seldom seen
but truly revered old frie nds. The anticipation of
and the participati on in such an experience can lead
ones thoughts along philosophical lines. Add to this,
t he £act that I was traveling alone and that I
happened to have carrie d along several mildly philosophical readings, and one can set the background
mood o£ this paper.
In additi on to the books that I had with me,
I also had more than he usual time availamle for
cUI'I'enL newspapers. One item on the sporting page
particularly caught ~ a ttention. I refer to the
holdout of Vida Blue the young pitcher for the Oakland Athletics. I d no t bring up the subject of
Vida Blue merely to _aunch into a favorite interest
o£ mine, namely baseball , but his holdout bears on
factors that typify our time. You avid fans will
remember that in his ~i rst full season in the American
League in 1971, Vida Blue won 24 games while losing
8, while helping his t eam to a di visi on championship.
He received a salary of about $15,000, not much above
the minimum allowable . He has been offered a contract
of $50,000 to play the 1972 season. Thi~ ', certainly
r epresents a healthy raise for a young single, black,
twenty-two year old man with no other skill than
ability to throw a baseball hard and accurately.
No doubt advised by well-meaning friends,
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Mr. Blue engaged the services of an agent. The next
thing we heard was that he was holding out for a
salary of $92,000 (or an increase of some 800 percent).
While there are a number of players who receive this
amount and more, nevertheless it is entirely unprecedented that any professional athlete, even in this
day and time, has received this sort of salary
increase in one year. What would his demand be next
year if by some chance he won another 24 games? Vida
Blue has the misfortune of having a stubborn owner
in Charles Finley, one who has not endeared himself
to the baseball public in general, having moved his
franchise several times and having taken very tough
and unpopular stands against players and managers
in the paste As of this reading, neither side has
budged in salary negotiations, and Vida Blue has
announced that he is accepting an offer to become
Vice-President of a steel company; Vice-President in
charge of public relations , if you please. Thus we
see the spectacle of an uneducated person being used,
not only by a self-seeking agent, but also by an
industrial concern, for whatever publicity value they
can obtain. All this, of course, is in the interest
of everyone concerned, except Vida Blue. Actually,
the story of his holdout has been largely lost to
the far larger issue of the baseball strike itself,
a subject that has stimulated much comment by the
news media and which merits some interpretation as
a sign of our time.
As this is written, the strike has just been
settled. It seems unbelievable that such a thing
could have occurred in the first place o A baseball
strike! How preposterous can one get? It has been
reported that the team representatives voted 47 to 0
in favor ofo the strike. The issue, an inadequa tc
pension fund. I w~ll not bore you with ~an~ details,
but it is interestlng to know a few statlstlcS. Even
prior to the incre ase added as part of the strike
settlement, a major leaguer with just six years
playing time, meaning leav in& baseball prior to age
30 could elect to receive $262.00 per month for the
re~t of his life at the age of 45.
If he wishes to
postpone the date that the pension begins until age
65, the monthly total is $927.00. A ten year man,
and it should be said that one must be a bona fide
major league career man to play or even coach for
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that long can at the age of 55, elect to receive
$823 .00 m~nthly. By any standard, in any business
or profession, these would seem to be generous amounts.
When one considers that even during their
a ctive careers, the players devote only about seven
months a year to baseball, while receiving good pay,
it seems ludicrous that they should elect to strike
over an issue of raising their pension payments on
t h e eve of opening the season. The public already
has many legitimate complaints about sports in
general, and baseball in particular. The owners must
share the blame, not because of any stinginess in
granting adequate pensionsor larger salaries, but
because of indiscriminate moving of franchises often
wi th a . "public be damned" attitude. Franchise moves
h ave occurred even from cities where teams have been
ex tremely well supported, such as in New York, from
where the Giants moved; in Brooklyn, from where the
Dodgers moved; in Milwaukee, from where the Braves
were moved, and most recently a move from our nation's
c ap itol, leaving Washington without a team for the
first time in 72 years.
To return to the strike for a moment - why
d id it occur? It is often hard to see, even ~fter it
i s over, why any strike occurred, as it is nearly
always deleterious to management as well as labor.
At least in the usual management-labor confrontation,
it is over critical negotiable issues which affect
the livelihood of the working man. Put in proper
historical perspective, it is easy to justify the
labor union movement, although one can argue that the
union~ have now become too powerful and therefore
frequently are able to force inflationary wage
settlements not in the national interesto It becomes
a .far different matter when professions and sports
come under the same sort of organized and often shortsighted influence. Even in my own profession of
medicine, we have seen a major change in the attitude
of physicians in training . This is symptomatic of
a sign of the times too . I will digress in order to
show how this influence is affecting the medical
profession.
I interned a little over twenty years ago
at a private hospital in Chicago and considered myself
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very fortunate to obtain this internship, despite the
fact that there was no stipend other than the timehonored room, board and laundry. Although before
World War II very few medical students or interns
were married, after the war this became increasingly
common. Most often the wife of the fledgling physician
supplied the early support for the family. In any
event, it was understood before one undertook education
in medicine, that one would have to be self-supporting
through the training period. I was also fortunate
enough to obtain a sought-after residency program
which covered a period of three years. As was typical
at that time, there was a small monthly stipend of
$150.00 a month, which certainly did not cover expenses for a m~rried man, but which was geared to
cover incidental expenses for a non-family man.
Within the last ten or fifteen years, this
situation has altered dramatically so that interns
and residents now generally make from $6,000 to $10,000
a year; and as would be expected, the more soughtafter the program, the less the stipend. One could
suppose that with this prosperity, the resident
trainees would be a much happier group of people than
in the past. What do we find? Seemingly, just the
opposite. In my teaching capacity at the College of
Medicine during the past sixteen years, I have been
closely associated with resident groups ' ~nd it is
quite apparent that they do not have the same esprit
de corps nor the same dedication to learning as their
predecessors. Perhaps my unfavorable reaction to them
is partly influenced by the fact that I am becoming
further removed from those in training with each .
passing year, but even allowing for ~his factor, I have
no doubt that our trainees today create many more
problems for· university and hospital administrators
than did those of 20 or 30 years ago.
For example, despite t~eir recently attained
affluence, they have formed a unlon c~lled.the Hou~e
Staff Association which yearly bargalns wlth hospltal
administration like any other . union. Hours spent by
trainees in learning medicine be?ome less and l~SS, 't 1
and it is almost impossible to flnd one at the O~Plg a
during any off hours, and all too often, evefn dUrthln
k'
h
s
Part of this stems rom
e
~~r~~~~tW~~ft~~nc~u~f·the university student in general,
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has rubbed off on the medical student who
retalns some of this influence in post-graduate years.

whic~

Several years ago, , one of the ring leaders
on the campus of the University of Cincinnati which
forced the closing of the University shortly after
the Kent State affair, was a freshman medical student
ThiS.i~divid~al should not be counted as a fledgling·
physlclan, Slnce he was seldom seen in class and
ultimately did flunk out of medical school. Nevertheless, student organi zations such as the SDS and
others, have become significant factors within the
stu~ent body of graduate schools including medicine,
dUX'lng the past few years while continuing to be a
ever increasing prominent force in undergraduate
activities.
We have not yet seen, at least at the Medical
Center of the University of Cincinnati, a strike by
the house staff organization, but there have been
several threats and undoubtedly, sooner or later, it
will happen. This is not to say that everything is
wrong with the attitude of our young physicians in
training. It just reflects another aspect of current
society in America. To their credit, they are not
as mater~istic in the selection of careers as when
the age of specialization was reaching its zenith.
Re cently we have seen the evolvement of a feeling of
real concern for people in the attitudes of many of
these young physicians. Rather than always choosing
to be a super specialist, there has been a trend back
toward general practice or, as it is now more gracefully
labeled, family prac tice. This would s~em ·,w~..!reflect
a spirit of more social awareness that lS prevalent
in younger people today.
. ,.,Wl ·
To return . again to the baseball strike.for
a moment, we ask again, "Why did it occur'.'? It lS
hard to see that anyone benefited. Certalnly, the
players lost a tangible amount of salary and an unkn?wn
untangiable amount of "image" in the. eyt£ ?fltlhe publlc.
The owners too lost substantially, flnanc~a y, so .
far an estimated $5,OOO,OOO . in gate rece~pts, but lt
could be much more if fan response ~s sl~w to re~over.
The crowds on opening day and the flrs~ few plaYlng
dates indicate that many fans are hostlle. S?me no
doubt are lost forever. The owners were obvlously
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very slow to assess the strike probability and then
belatedly issued a number of inappropriate emotional
statements, particularly directed against the player's
legal representative, Mr. Marvin Miller. He, of course,
acted as any opportunistic labor leader would in
seeking to strengthen his own position. He was able
. to dupe the players into voting the power of strike
for their player representatives and then in turn was
able to prevail upon the representatives to call a
strjkp. when there was really little to be gained,
other than projecting Mr. Miller into the forei'ront
of the whole debacle.
Where was the baseball commissioner while
all this is going on? He was conspicuous only by his
lack of participation. Baseball has not seen fit to
appoint and then back a strong commissioner since the
original one, Judge Ken~~aw Mountain Landis. The
creation of a strong autbority was mandatory after
the Ohicago Black::$ox scandal of 19l5J in order to
restore public confid~nce, and the owners could not
have made a better selection than Judge Landis. He
guide d baseball through ne a rly 25 years of ser eni ty
with his autocratic, but just rule. Since then,
owners desiring more freedom, have , managed to appoint
eithmweak or controversial commissioners without
giving them much power. Happy Ohandler, who succeeded
Judge Landis, did try to carryon as a forceful figure
and handed out several long suspensions, including
one of a year to Leo Durocher for "associating himself
with unde$irables"; this mainly re fe rred to Hollywood
hoodlum, George Raft. If left to his own devices,
Happy Ohandle r might have become an effective commissioner
but a new generation of owners , not tainted by the
1919 scandal, did not want to be controlled by a
strong commissioner so that very soon Happy was returned
to the political wars of Kentucky.
There have been several commissioners since,
all similar to the present one, Bowie Kuhn; they
function largely in ceremonial roles and are nowhere
to be seen in a real crisis such a s dealing with an
impending players strike. Professional football ownership has been much wiser in this regard and in recent
years has s tood solidly behind a strong commissioner,
Pete Rozelle, which i s one of the factors that has
enabled it to become the Number One professional spectator
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sport t oday, at the direct expense of professional
bas eball .
What has happened in our society that can
allow such a senseless strike as that of baseball
players? One factor certainly is the trend toward
people becoming automatons. Thus, although the players
have become quite affluent and believe themselves to
be independent thinkers, they really are more comfortable as part of an organized group, in essence
reflecting an unconscious lack of self-confidence on
t h e part of the majority of them. It then becomes
easy for a professional union man like Marvin Miller,
who has no baseball background, no feel for the game
itself, to lead the players in directions that as
individuals they would never go. The player is willing
to sacrifice his independence to an organization for
what he judges to be more security . Perhaps some
progress is made in terms of fringe benefits because
of the players union, but much is lost in termsof
the sport itself and its public image when it becomes
subject to an extraneous outside influence, with which
t h e public has no sympathy .
Another point that is gradually causing
increased public discontent is the growing tax burden
as a result of public subsidy of municipal stadiums
in many large metropolitan areas. This is occurring
in spite of vastly increased admissions and concessions
prices. In Cincinnati, we see a deficit of well over
$1,000,000 a year being made up by public funds to
support Riverfront Stadium, a situation that is projected to continue for the next 40 years or so. This
was done without any referendum and is paid for by
all citizens, whether sports-minded or not. While
politicians have justified this as being for the overall
good of the community, it is at best a matter of opinion.
It is very apparent that baseball has lost
public s upp~rt, some of it permanently, as a result
of the se r ec ent events , and if another strike is to
come, and one i s alre ady threatened for next year,
it may well be that the sport has already seen its
finest days and is n ow on the decline. I am sure if
t h ere were a popular referendum about the merits of
the players position in the strike, the vote would be
overwhelmingly against them even by the rank and file
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of industrial union workers. It is hard for anyone,
especially the average baseball fan of middle class
America making an average of about $12,000 a year to
read with any sympathy that baseball players have an
inadequate pension program or that that or any other
alleged grievance should be settled by refusing to play.
Players have also complained about the
reserve clause. In this regard, there is the suit
brought by a player, Curtis Flood, who once played
for the Cincinnati Reds and later became an all-star
outfielder lor the St. Louis Cardinals. Several years
ago he was traded to the Philadelphia team and apparentl ~
he resented this mo ve very much. Although hiR salary
had been $90,000 the year before, and he was offered
an increase, he decided to sue organized baseball for
several millions of dollars on the basis that the
reserve clause was in restraht of his civil rights
and unfairly restricted his earning potential.
The reserve clause, which has been upheld
as an essential cornerstone of the structure of baseball
by the supreme court in a number of decisions since
1922 is once again being challenged. Without becoming
too technical, the reserve claus e is that part of a
players contract which says that he must negotiate
with the team for which he played the previous year.
If baseball did not have such a rule or some reasonable
facsimile, the rich teams would be able to sign all
thp. stars by outbidding the less prosperous teams.
The delic a te balance of competition would q~lckly be
upset with resulting general chaos. Despite this,
Curt Flood has had a great deal of sympathy from fellow
players, although for what reason, it is hard to
imagine. The players organization has paid most of
the legal fees and this more than anything else, is
why the baseball owners resent the activities of Marvin
Miller so much.
.
The owners of professional basketball teams
have probably sunk to the lowest depths of any of the
professional entrepreneurs, not only in their dealings
with college students but in their pirating of players
from the rival league. We have recently seen the
owner of the Seattle Supersonics, of the older, more
established National Basketball Association, pirate
two players from the newer American Basketball Association.
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This was done blatently, without regard for existing
contracts. One is hard pressed to see what motivates
such maneuvers other than the childish egotistical
attitude of a millionaire playing with his toy.
Because these two leagues do exist, without recognizing
each other's sovereignty, there has been a price wa~
between the two factions for a number of years. ThlS
has resulted in almost no team being able to show a
profit and thus the future of professional basketball
must be very guarded.
While this is in itself n ot serious, the
affect on college players is certainly of more significance . Here we see young college student s receiving
long term contracts in excess of $1,000,000 to play
basketball. Recently, the American Basketball Associ ation went even further by creating a category labeled
hardship cases, student baske tball players who are
not yet in their senior year but whose personal
financial situation is such that he is judged to be
a "ha:E'dship" case and therefore eligible to be signed.
It is certainly indefensible to offer huge financial
rewards to a person who has no background whatsoever
to evaluate the long term effect of dropping out of
college prematurely. One player was recently signed
while playing on an undefeated college team, only three
weeks from the season's end. Even the college coach
gave his blessing to the . arrangement, saying that no
one could say that a college degree was worth foregoing
a large bonus tha t later might not be available . The
owner rationalized his action by saying that the player
could attend school in the off season in order to
complete his college requirements. Episodes such
as these are not endearing the professional basketball
scene to the public, despite the favorable images of
some of the established stars, SQch as Oscar Rob ertson
and Jerry West.
.
I really had not intended this . paper to be
a tirade against sports, but having started, I find
it hard to stop. Nearly all professional major sports
have been guilty of extrac ting exhorbitant sums for
new franchises. It wo rks this way. A new franchise
is granted to a city or group of persons representing
a city, who have not had · a franchise. To obtain players,
the n ew team must select a number of marginal players
from the established teams, for which they pay high prices .
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Baseball has expanded from 16 to 24 teams
since 1958. Sixteen teams was the traditional number
from the original formation of the American League
in 1901, so that there was very little change in the
geographical map and no change in the number of teams
from 1901 until the late fifties . Such expansion was
overdue, but the price that was paid by new owners
for the privilege of buying fringe and minor league
players at exhorbitant prices can hardly be condoned,
as it is passed onto the general .public in many ways .
If baseball has not abused expansion, how
about hockey? The long established National Hockey
League had six teams for over 40 years until ~ecently,
in one fell swoop, they doubled the numher of teams
and then within two or three years, have added two
more. At least another t wo are to be added soon, with
Cincinnati being one of the cities under consideration.
There is nothing wrong with orderly expansion, but
the exhorbitantly high value placed on new franchises
has often revealed the greed of existing owners.
PQblicly subsidized arenas are usually necessary to
attract the new franchise which often imposes an unjustified long term obligation on the tax payer.
Football has coped with its expansion problems
more e~ctively. Rival leagues ' have merged on two
occasions since World War II. The short-lived All
America Conference lasted from 1946 to 1950 and was
dominated by Paul Brown's Cleveland Browns. Three
of its eight teams were absorbed into the National
Football League in 1951 which ended an interleague
war at that time. Ten years later, the American Football League was spawned by such wealthy persons as
Lamar Hunt and others who were rich enough to sustain
losses for seven years until a settlement was worked
out, resutling in one giant professional football
league of 26 teams under a strongly supported football
commissioner.
Attendance at professional football has
justified thi s number of teams and here, while the
size of bonuses has gotten out of hand at times, such
as with the signing of Joe Namath, salaries.have
remained at realistic levels. M9st profe~s10nal
teams show re asonable profits wlule few, lf any ,
professional basketball teams operate in the black.
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The most recent case in point concerning basketball
is the demise of our own Cincinnati Royals which, to
some degree, was the result of absentee ownership and
t o some degree a matter of too much competition for
the sports dollars within a limited area. So much
for the current sporting scene - a scene which for
t he most part I thoroughly enjoy despite the foregoing
r em9.rks. I only hope that healthy solutions can
evolve for importan t unresolved problems.
In one of the lighter moments of my western
trip, I found myself talking to a 28 ye9.r old, single,
rather attractive young lady, who, in the course of
c onversation, revealed that she had recently moved to
San Francisco for a responsible, well-paying secretarial
posi tiona ]J..lring the coUrse of exchanging pleasantries,
I learned that she was the product of pa rents who had
be en born in Austria but had - come to this country just
prior to World War II. Her parents were separated
during her teen-age years, after which she lived with
h er moth er, attended high school and led a normal
life by anyone's standards .
I suppose that she took me to be the middleage d square tha t I am, and inevitably turned the conv ersation · into 9. more serious direction in which she
obviously had some real feeling. I am : ~ot~ite sure
how~ got on the subject · of t he a ssassinations of the
Kennedy brothers and Martin Luther King, bQt she was
quite positive that their deaths represented an organ ized
conspiracy. When she first said this, I immediately
jumped to the conclusion that she was referring to a
subversive or perhaps communistic influence, or maybe
even something that ha d racial overtones, and perhaps
I could have comprehended such a point of View,
de spite the accumulated evidence to the contrary.
"No", she said, "Not a conspiracy by any such elements
a s tha t, but a conspiracy by the government itself".
She went on to explain that she was sure these persons
were eliminated bec~use they were dangerous t o the
e s tablishment which she referred to by the general
t erm "government". Wilen I painted out that one of
the three was President of the United States at the
~ im e of his assassination and another was Attorney
General, tlis did not seem to alter her thinking.
Perhaps one could in some way conceive that
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Lee Ha::veY.Oswald had been put away by a planned
assas~1~at10n (af!er.all, i t was even seen live on
telev1s10n), but 1t 1S harder to make out a case concerning Sirhan Sirhan. I asked her how she accounted
fo:: hi~ b~i~g a part of a government plot if he is
s!111 ln Jall. He r reply was very simple. She said
Slrhan Sirhan has been released and that some other
Arab has been subs tituted in his place; one that the
conspiracy feels warrants punishment, presumably for
some other reason. Logically, therefore, she is
also sure that James Earl Ray, has similarly had a
substi tute and therefore, the .Ja.mes Earl Ray who is
in captivity now, is not the same person that shot
Martin Luther King .
One could dismiss such ideas more easily
if they did not come from a seemingly stable, fr iendly,
and well adjusted person. I did wonder out loud to
her whether she might be influenced by the fact that
her parents had been brought up in Au s tria in the
fascist era of Adolf Hitler, where such state plots
involving political assassinations were commonplace.
She r emained unshaken in her viewpoint and would not
acknowledge that there could be any doubt about her
allegations . She also said that many of her contemporaries had arrived at the same conclusion. I have
no idea how widespread such ideas might be, and yet
they were so strange, so new, and so alarming to me
that I thought it of interest to pass them along. I
draw no conclusions either as to possible validity
or as to the numbers who might he inclined . to believe
all or part of such a story. Whether such ideas are
a sign of the time or merely narrowly held views of
a few nuts - I leave to your judgment
0

In this panorama of subjects, permit me to
close with a thought or two on religion and with some
interpretation as it relat es to our times. I was led .
to this by read ing some Erich Fromm during my recent trlp .
He is a German born psychologist philosopher, who
moved to this country just before World War II at
age forty, and who has been a c~llege profe~sor and
itinerant lecturer since that tlmeo I was 7mp~essed
with much of his writings, although my soph 7 stlca!ed
college daughter tells.me t~a! in psycholo ~~cal clrcles
of higher education, h1S wrltlngs are consldered to, be
somewhat "pop". Nevertheless, I agree with Fromm tnat
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the most popula r r el igious maxim today is the ~olden
s o much he cause of any i~p licit me~nlng ,
bu t be cau s e of t he d ifferent way s 1t can ,b e :-nt~r
pre ted. If one live s in a bas ically ca~ltallst7c ,
s oc iety, one i n wh ich s ocial and economI C organ1zat1on
encourages one to s eek one' s 0W11 a dvantage ~ then the
Golden Rul e can be compatibly int erpreted 1n the
li ght of ethic a l principles of fairn e ss only. Thu s ,
one interprets t he Golden Rule, "Do unto others as
you would have them do unto :f0u", bu t tx: e ethical,
interpreta t ion of, "Be fair 1n yo u:::, b ~ sln ess d~allngs
wi th your fello w IDan,r. The true bl bl1cal meanIng
of the Gol den Rule is b e st transl a t ed, "Love thy
n e i ghbor a s thy self", an entirely different point of
vi ew than t he purely ethical bus in ess interpretation.
R~le, n ot

It mus t be admitted that it is hard in
today's s 08iety for one to pr actic e the Golden Rule
conSistently ac cording to biblical intent. It is
hard enough to practice the Golden Rule by the fairnes s
pr i ncipal, l et a lone t he love princ ipal. Fortunately,
mo s t of us i n ~ is room are exceptions because of
being in t he pr of essions or high enough in busine ss
tha t we do n o have to grovel with the mundane daily
conflicts t ha pre clude following the Golden Rule, in
the 'love t hy ne ighbor' sense. I do not fe el a s
Fromm does t ha- on e interpretation i s necessarily
inc ompatibl e «: h the other, or that the 'love thy
ne i ghbor' i n erp=e tation i s incompatible with our
cap italist i c so~ ie ty ,but the conflict is onmipresent.
Mu~~ J f th e problem undoubtedly relates to
the backgr o~j = the individual. This is probably
the bigge st s~' ~ i ng block to solving minority
problems, a s ~e - =requently have so little background
to apply t o : : =e's da i ly problems. Given wh at we would
consider t o be a s :id background (whatever that
means) one a ~3S ' by ins tinct alone does the bidding
of the Gol den
e . A lack of background excuse s
Vida Blue ~~j one can only feel compassion f or him
while at t he 3~e ~ime feeling only dis gust for hi~
exploiter s , s h as hi s business agent.

Fr mID makes another point, that to me is s o
imp ortant. He emp ~a size s the quality of fa i th - fait h
in one's sel f , fait h in one's friends and the ability
to make a commitment, whi ch really me ans faith in life
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itselfo If one is afraid of taking a stand, either
in the selection of a job or perhaps a point of view,
than one lacks the faith that is so apparent in today' s
society. To me this does not have to be considered
religio~s faith, although some people would say that
this is what religion is all about. Rather, a distinction must be made between expressing a faith in
God or a . super force, in c ontrast to faith in themselves, faith in what they can do, and what their
fellow man can do. Ralph Waldo Emerson called it
self-reliance, but by whatever name, it is that
quality of the individual that sets one aside from
the mob, that intangible force that makes one an
ef~ective p~rso~ and not jus t another conforming human
belng blendlng lneffectively into the unidentifiable
mass.

Taylor Asbury
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